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Oliveira de Frades, November 2, 2015

MPRIME SIGNED DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT WITH GINTECH
− MPRIME, a subsidiary of Martifer Solar, will be an official distributer for Gintech in EU
Zone;
MPRIME is the photovoltaic equipment distribution brand of Martifer Solar, a subsidiary of Martifer SGPS, which
provides a wide range of photovoltaic modules, kits, components together with procurement services for EPC
and is mostly focused on meeting the clients' needs throughout the world.
Martifer Solar/MPRIME and Gintech already had long term cooperation for solar cells, yet with this new contract
MPRIME are taking the business to another level, namely being a distributer for Gintech Solar Modules.
MPRIME is confident in Gintech excellent professionalism and product quality and firmly believes that this
partnership will be advantageous and successful for both parties.

The distribution sector is having a natural evolution towards maturity and MPRIME believes that strong
partnerships and strong commitments with manufacturers will allow both to explore with efficiency the market
opportunities.
MPRIME trust that Martifer Solar´s experience in solar sector, together with the scale factor, can provide to the
company, to its customers and suppliers the opportunity to grow in some markets. MPRIME is definitively
building new ways for doing business in solar, by joining a committed commercial team to our new Online
Trading Platform.
Bernardo Mota Veiga, Managing Director of Martifer Solar – Distribution & Trading, said “Our cooperation with
Gintech started years ago with the cells supply to our factory. We know very well the quality provided in their
products. We have used our own production line to test and to evaluate the product quality of several brands
and Gintech matches absolutely our quality criteria. We are keen to support Gintech in their ambitious growing
strategy.“
Dr. Wen-Whe Pan, President of Gintech, said “Being a global scaled and leading Taiwanese PV cell and
Module manufacturer with superior quality, Gintech enjoyed the solid and fruitful cooperation with Martifer in the
past years in cell level. Furthermore, it is Gintech's pleasure and honour to integrate the cooperation and
expand the partnership between Martifer and Gintech to include PV modules in 2015 by inviting Martifer as
Gintech's sole distributor in France, Portugal and Italy. Gintech commits its best and full support to Martifer to
strengthen this partnership, as well as all future opportunities in the EU and global markets."
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MPRIME is building a strong position and intends to grow its Distribution activities and to consolidate in Trading
and Procurement Services. This strategy will be sustained by an appropriate portfolio of products already under
preparation for 2016.
It is a commitment that the company aims to accomplish, since is focused on providing value-added solutions,
to meet the requirements of their customers and contribute to the expansion of their business.

“This contract with Gintech translates all the work and effort developed by MPRIME, to be one of the leading
Trading and Distribution Platform in the energy sector. No doubt that, with partnerships like these, we will
strengthen our position in the market and succeed in the future.” said Henrique Rodrigues, CEO of Martifer
Solar.
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ABOUT MARTIFER SOLAR
Martifer Solar is a fully integrated player in the global PV market, focused on the development of photovoltaic projects, EPC and
O&M services.
The company is based in Portugal and has presence in Europe (Spain, Italy, Belgium, France, Czech Republic, Slovakia, UK,
Romania and Ukraine), North America and Latin America (Canada, Mexico, El Salvador, Chile and Brazil), Africa (Mozambique and
South Africa) and Asia (India, UAE, Singapore and Japan).
The company has implemented more than 670 MW of photovoltaic energy worldwide, and manages more than 600MW in O&M
Service.
Martifer Solar is part of the Martifer Group, a multinational industrial group with about 3,000 employees focused on metallic
constructions and solar energy. Martifer SGPS, SA is the parent company of the Group and is listed on Euronext Lisbon since June
2007.
LEARN MORE AT WWW.MARTIFERSOLAR.COM

ABOUT MPRIME
MPRIME is the photovoltaic equipment distribution and trading brand of Martifer Solar. The company provides a wide range of
photovoltaic modules, kits and components and is mostly focused on the installers' requirements and on meeting the clients' needs
throughout the world. Based in Portugal and with business worldwide, the brand's differentiation drivers are:
• A complete portfolio, which includes different "Plug & Play" kits
• Flexible logistics that adapts to each client
• A premium after-sales service
• Trading platform
MPRIME also manufactures its own modules, "Made in Europe", which assures a positive variation of power up to 4.99 Watts and a
linear guarantee of 25 years of performance.
LEARN MORE AT WWW.MPRIMESOLAR.COM

ABOUT GINTECH
Gintech Energy Corporation is driven by a sense of mission – the desire to make a meaningful contribution towards protecting the
planet. Established by a group of like-minded individuals from different backgrounds – including semiconductors, the petrochemical
industry, electronics and accounting – Gintech has a first-class management team, together with outstanding R&D personnel and
technical advisors. Gintech's impressive performance has enabled the company to establish itself as a leading player in the solar
energy industry.
Gintech is constantly working in providing state-of-the-art crystalline solar cells to famous, international module manufacturers, and
upgrading product efficiency and service quality. The products are distributed to customers in Germany, Spain, Italy, other European
countries, the United States, Japan, China, India, Korea and other Asian countries. Gintech exports more than 95% of its products to
overseas markets.
Gintech has focused on establishing long-term supplier relationships with leading international makers. Gintech's current installed
capacity is 1.8GW. Furthermore, Gintech has formed strategic alliances with upstream polysilicon and wafer makers and with
downstream module manufacturers and system integration distributors, so as to enhance its competitiveness through vertical
integration.
LEARN MORE AT WWW.GINTECHENERGY.COM
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